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Abstract
Background: Several studies have reported a survival disadvantage for rural dwellers who
develop colorectal cancer, but the underlying mechanisms remain obscure. Delayed
presentation to general practitioners (GPs) maybe a contributory factor but evidence is
lacking.
Aim: To examine the association between rurality and travel time on diagnosis and survival
from colorectal cancer in a cohort from Northeast Scotland.
Design and setting: We used a database linking GP records to routine data for patients
diagnosed between 1997/98, and followed up to 2011.
Method: Primary outcomes were alarm symptoms, emergency admissions, stage and
survival. Travel time in minutes from patients to GP was estimated. Logistic and Cox
regression were used to model outcomes. Interaction terms were used to determine if
travelling time impacted differently on urban versus rural patients.
Results: Rural patients and patients travelling farther to the GP had better three-year
survival. When the travel - outcomes association were explored using interaction terms,
the associations differed between rural and urban areas. Longer travel in urban areas
significantly reduced the odds of emergency admissions (OR 0.62, p<0.05), and increased
survival (HR 0.75, p<0.05). Longer travel also increased the odds of presenting with alarm
symptoms in urban areas, this was nearly significant (OR 1.34, p=0.06). Presence of alarm
symptoms reduced the likelihood of emergency admissions (OR 0.36, p<0.01).
Conclusions: Living in a rural area, and travelling farther to GP in urban areas may reduce
the likelihood of emergency admissions and poor survival. This may be related to how
patients present with alarm symptoms.
Keywords: Geography, rurality, cancer symptoms, access, primary care, early diagnosis
How this fits in: Rural-urban differences in cancer survival have been observed in
several countries, but the mechanisms to explain these differences are obscure. One
possibility is that due to socio-cultural differences and poorer access to services, rural
patients delay longer in presenting to their GP when they develop non-specific symptoms.
In this study we found that rural patients with colorectal cancer were more likely than
their urban counterparts to have alarm symptoms at presentation, but this did not
increase the likelihood of diagnosis following emergency presentation, nor did it increase
mortality at three years. Furthermore, travelling times to a GP appeared to have opposite
association with outcomes between urban and rural areas. Unexpectedly, travel to GPs
has a stronger association with colorectal cancer outcomes in urban than in rural areas,
whereby longer travel in urban areas significantly reduced the likelihood for emergency
admissions and increased survival.
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1. Introduction
Studies in the UK have reported that people who live rurally and further away from health
services have poorer cancer outcomes (1,2), and causative mechanisms have been
suggested at the general practice level (3). First, rural populations may be impacted
disproportionately by financial constraints and poor accessibility, compounded by the long
distances travelled to obtain primary and secondary healthcare (4). For example, longer
distance to health services has been associated with fewer in-patient admissions (5), with
poorer uptake of cancer diagnosis and treatment (1,6,7), and with lower survival (2).
Second, socio-cultural factors could manifest as different attitudes or stoicism in rural
dwellers, with correspondingly lower rates of primary care consultation and as a
consequence, lower likelihood of general practitioners (GPs) being enabled to detect early
cancer symptoms (3,8). Geographical location and considerations of access could also
influence GP decision making if they take into account patients’ journey to hospital when
making referral decisions (5,9).
Acting together, these mechanisms could conspire against rural patients and their GPs and
lead to disproportionately longer diagnostic delays, later stage presentation and poorer
survival. A study from the early 2000s in Northern Scotland supports this notion by
showing that longer straight-line distances from patients’ homes to a cancer centre was
associated with later stage at diagnosis and poorer survival from colorectal cancer (2,10).
However, research from the USA has provided contradictory findings, by reporting
increased likelihood of late stage cancer amongst urban patients (11,12).
Achieving a true understanding of the relationship between rural residence and cancer
outcomes is hindered by a focus on outcomes, survival and stage, rather than process.
There have been few meaningful attempts to compare urban and rural cancer diagnosis at
the level of patient - GP interactions. Cancer is easier to detect and refer when alarm
symptoms are present (13,14), and harder when symptoms are atypical (15). Subsequent
diagnosis after presentation with non-alarm symptoms may therefore require more
frequent engagement with health services, which may be hindered by poor accessibility;
difficulties in accessing secondary care services could mean rural GPs might delay referral
until symptoms are more obvious (16). It seems plausible therefore that for rural
populations, geographical inaccessibility and socio-cultural differences, would manifest as
a greater likelihood to be diagnosed with colorectal cancer following presentation with
alarm symptoms to a GP, or following an emergency admission.
We have been able to examine rural urban differences in the diagnosis of colorectal cancer
using a historical, but highly detailed database from Northern Scotland (17). The CRUX
(Comparing Rural and Urban Cancer Care) database linked detailed information from the
primary care records of people diagnosed with colorectal cancer, to cancer registry and
service use data from NHS Scotland. Using these data we have explored the association
between rurality and symptoms at presentation, emergency admission, stage and survival
for 926 people diagnosed with colorectal cancer between 1997/98. Further, for the first
time we have explored the interaction between rurality, urbanity and travelling time on
these important colorectal cancer outcomes.
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2.
Methods
The study used the CRUX linked dataset that contains primary care data from Northern
Scotland. CRUX holds records of cancer cases diagnosed between 1997/98 and followed up
until 2011. The dataset has information on GP consultations, linked to the Scottish Cancer
Registry and the Scottish Death Registry records (17,18). The index consultation was
determined as the first visit to the GP with a recording of potential symptoms of colorectal
cancer that preceded diagnosis (18). The presence of alarm symptoms, emergency
admissions, later (C or D versus A or B) Dukes stage and survival were identified as the
primary outcomes.
Alarm symptoms were categorized according to previous research (19) along with expert
advice (20). The following symptoms were defined as alarming enough to likely result in a
patient seeking a consultation or a GP making an urgent referral: rectal bleeding, palpable
mass and weight loss. Admission types recorded as emergency and/or A&E (Accident and
Emergency) were grouped into ‘emergency admissions’, whilst all inpatient and outpatient
admissions, day cases and domiciliary visits were grouped as ‘other admissions’. Stage at
diagnosis was recorded as Dukes stage (A, B, C or D). Survival time was measured from date
of first presentation to primary care (18).
Travel times were estimated in minutes from the patients’ home postcode to the postcode
of their GP of registration at diagnosis. These were computed using a Geographical
Information System (GIS) (ArcGIS 10.3, Esri Inc.). Road travel time was selected as the most
appropriate measure of accessibility; a previous study demonstrated that over 87% of
cancer patients travel to hospital by car (21). Scottish rural-urban classifications (2003-04)
were used to group patients according to rural or urban residence (22).
All data were analysed using Stata Version 13 (StataCorp College Station, TX, USA).
Estimated travel time was analysed as a continuous variable. Symptoms, admissions and
stage data were binary coded as ‘alarm symptoms vs not’, ‘emergency vs not’, ‘early stage
(CD) vs late stage (AB)’. Logistic regression was used to examine how rurality and travel
time were associated with the likelihood of these outcomes. So that parameter estimates
were conservative, models were adjusted for variables deemed to have a relationship with
the outcomes; age, sex, Carstairs deprivation score (23) and Charlson comorbidity index
(24). Odds ratios (OR) and 95% CI were calculated in all models. Cox survival analysis was
used to examine the relationship between rurality, travel time, and survival. For each
patient, follow-up began at the date of their index presentation (see definition above) and
ended at the date of death or was censored after three years. Hazard ratios (HR) and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) were calculated.
To test whether travel times may have a different relationship with the outcomes for those
living in rural compared to urban settings, we fitted interaction terms to examine if rurality
moderated associations between travel times and the outcomes. We then plotted separate
urban and rural slopes for these associations, testing for statistical significance in the
differences. A p-value of 0.05 or less was used to indicate statistical significance.
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3.
Results
Data on 926 patients with symptomatic colorectal cancer were used in this analysis. The
majority of patients (83.1%) were above 60 years of age, and over half (52.4%) had one or
more comorbidities. Nearly a third (32.2%) lived in a rural area. The median travel time
was 5.5 minutes, whereas 75% of all patients could access their GP within 10 minutes.
There were 373 patients with one or more alarm symptom, 243 patients were admitted to
hospital via an emergency route and 424 patients had Dukes stage C and D (Table 1).
Travel times to GPs were longest for those living in rural vs urban areas (12.0 vs 6.2
minutes) and those with four or more symptoms vs one to three symptoms at the index
presentation (10.7 vs. 7.7 minutes). There was little variation in mean travel times between
the other variables (Table 1).
In the model without travel time – rurality interaction terms, there were no independent
associations between travel time to GP, rural-urban residence and the first three primary
outcomes (alarm symptoms, emergency admissions and Dukes stage). However, both
longer travel and rural residence were significantly associated with better survival (0.81
and 0.71, p<0.01 respectively) (Table 2, model 4a&b).
The addition of an interaction term to each model (Table 2, models 1d - 4d) showed that
associations with travel time and each outcome differed between urban and rural patients.
This difference was statistically significant for alarm symptoms (OR 0.62, p<0.05) and
emergency admissions (OR 1.69, p<0.05). As an example, Table 2, model 1d, shows longer
travel in urban areas increased the likelihood of presenting with alarm symptoms (OR 1.34,
p=0.06), but this likelihood was reduced in rural areas (OR 0.83, p=0.08, obtained by
multiplying OR of the estimate of travel time to GP with the interaction term). Conversely,
longer travel time in urban areas reduced the likelihood of having an emergency admission
(OR 0.62, p<0.05) (Table 2, 2d) and of death within three years of diagnosis (OR 0.75,
p<0.05) (Table 2, 4d).
Figure 1 graphically illustrates the output from Table 2, models 1d – 4d. Figure 1 (1a - 4a)
shows the differences in association between rural and urban areas; the lines indicate
modelled association between travel time and the primary outcomes. Figure 1 (1b – 4b)
shows the scale of the rural – urban difference in outcomes (solid line). This difference is
statistically significance at the p<0.05 level where the 95% CI does not the cross zero
marker (dashed line).
The odds of emergency admission was significantly lower in the presence of alarm
symptoms (0.36, p<0.01) (Table 2, model 2c). Alarm symptoms were not significantly
associated with survival, and there was no significant interaction between alarm symptoms
and rural residence in the models with emergency admission and survival as outcomes.
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Discussion
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Summary of main findings
This study has examined the potential influence that rurality has on how patients present
to their GP with symptomatic colorectal cancer and their subsequent outcomes.
Additionally, we have considered how rurality, urbanity and estimated travel time interact
to influence the same outcomes. We believe our work is novel because it considers for the
first time whether symptomatic presentation of colorectal cancer to GPs is different in rural
compared to urban areas.
We found that rural patients had superior three year survival than their urban counterparts
(OR 0.71, p<0.01). The association between longer travel and the primary outcomes was
opposite in rural areas to that observed in urban localities. The difference was statistically
significant for alarm symptoms (OR 0.62, p<0.05) and emergency admissions (OR 1.69,
p<0.05). The moderation by travel times was statistically significant in urban areas but not
in rural areas and may suggest that rural and urban patients may perceive geographical
inaccessibility differently (25). The presence of alarm symptoms significantly reduced the
odds of emergency admissions (OR 0.36, p<0.01), whilst alarm symptoms were not
associated with survival at three years.
Strengths and limitations
The study has several strengths; the sample has high levels of linkage to high quality
routine datasets which includes all patients diagnosed within the study period. Record
linkage has enabled a detailed analysis using clinical, demographic and geographical
information, and adjustment for a greater array of potential explanatory variables. Finally,
the long follow-up period has made it possible to examine associations with long-term
survival.
The study has a number of limitations. Except for survival analyses, it is a cross-sectional
study hence the directions of cause and effect cannot be inferred. In order to allow for
adequate follow up of deaths, the data is based on diagnoses made over a decade ago.
Further, defining symptoms as either alarm or non-alarm is problematic in the absence of
information on symptom severity. For instance, we have grouped abdominal pain and
anaemia as non-alarm symptoms, but severe cases of these symptoms may be alarming
enough to instigate a GP consultation or referral to hospital. Another limitation is not
considering the availability of public transport, although previous work suggests this is
infrequently used by cancer patients (21).
Comparison with existing literature
Rural patients had better three year cancer survival, confirming some reports of better
cancer outcomes in rural areas from the USA (11). Travelling farther to GPs in urban areas
increased the odds of presenting with alarm symptoms; this supports our hypothesis that
poor access results in greater odds of cancer diagnosis resulting from an alarm symptom
presentation. Patients presenting with alarm symptoms were less likely to be diagnosed
with cancer following emergency admission, perhaps because patients with alarming
symptoms are more likely to be referred using standard referral pathways (13). Unlike a
previous study that associated alarm symptoms with better survival (26), our analysis
could not confirm this finding.
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We expected that travelling farther in rural areas would also have higher odds of a
diagnosis after presenting with alarm symptoms, rather, we found the opposite; longer
travel time to GPs in rural areas reduced the odds of presenting with alarm symptoms. It is
plausible that at the onset of such symptoms, those with the poorest geographical access in
rural areas will delay seeking healthcare in comparison to their urban counterparts. Such
rural - urban differences may be driven by social cultural differences in health seeking
behaviour, where the most remote rural patients may be displaying stoicism when seeking
help (3,4,8,27). This may be supported by studies from the Northern Scotland that found
rural patients were more likely to present later, had lower expectations of healthcare, and
may pursue their care less tenaciously (28,29).
Urban patients with shorter travel to their GP had the worst outcomes. This may be related
to disadvantages amongst patients living in inner city deprived areas. Although we
controlled for area deprivation, our findings may suffer from residual confounding by
deprivation; the Carstairs index may not fully capture individual level deprivation. Further,
a measure of car ownership used in the index may not appropriately capture deprivation
in rural areas where a car can be an essential possession (30).
Implications for research and/or practice
Our starting hypothesis was that living in rural areas and having longer travel to a GP would
be associated with greater likelihood of obtaining a diagnosis from alarm symptoms, and
via emergency admissions. This in turn would lead to later stage colorectal cancer diagnosis
and poorer three year survival. Unexpectedly, we found that rural patients and urban
patients with longer travel generally had better outcomes, were less likely to have
emergency presentations, and had better survival. We also found the association between
longer travel, alarm symptoms and emergency presentation was reversed between rural
and urban areas.
Our findings suggest that the interplay between attitudes and location is more complex
than has previously been considered in researcher into cancer and rurality. Socio-cultural
attitudes and geographical location may influence how patients present to GPs with
symptomatic colorectal cancer, and this may influence differences in outcomes in ways that
may be counterintuitive. Most existing research has tended to make straight comparisons
between urban and rural populations or considered distance separately from constructs of
rurality or urbanity. Future research should explore the mechanisms driving the
interaction between location, access and outcomes. Such mechanisms may include time
delays occurring at various stages of the diagnostic pathway such as patient, primary care
or system delays (31).
These findings should reassure most rural cancer patients and their GPs that where they
live may not be conferring the widely perceived rural diagnostic and survival
disadvantages. In contrast, longer travel in urban areas may be associated with better
outcomes. This has potential implications for urban GPs whose patients travel the least
distance; such patients are more likely to live in the inner cities and may experience other
access barriers such as longer delays due to larger GP list sizes. This has implications for
defining catchment areas for urban practices that encapsulate travelling distances as well
as transport options. Considering these in the context of practice list size and appointment
availability could facilitate more efficient and effective healthcare access and outcomes.
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